PI PROFESSIONAL SERIES™

Becoming a

PI PRACTITIONER

Are you using the full power of PI?

Behind every business problem is
a people problem.
Unlock the true power of PI and put it to work for
your business! Our intensive two-day Practitioner

Learn how people issues impact your
business challenges. In this workshop,
you will:
•

goals

Workshop provides the insights you’ll need to solve
the business challenges you grapple with every

•

day by uncovering the people challenges that lie
behind them. You’ll get hands-on practice with
in your organization, select top talent and build

Learn a variety of PI tools and strategies
that directly impact your challenges

•

PI tools to transform the way you view the roles

Identify a set of business challenges and

Leave with an action plan to address the
challenges and achieve your goals

employee engagement.

PI in Business Strategy
BUSINESS PLAN

BUSINESS RESULTS
REQUIRE

HIRE

INSPIRE

Figure out what behaviors drive the roles you’ll require and use the scientific insights of PI to hire
top performers who naturally have what it takes to deliver on your plan. Then inspire them by using
PI tools and insights to onboard, manage, coach and promote them to keep them engaged and
productive throughout the entire employee life cycle.
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INSIDE THE WORKSHOP

A

This comprehensive two-day workshop includes a

B

diverse set of learning and development activities

C
D

including a case study and sample job assessment,
personal reflection exercises, group discussions, and
the creation of detailed action plans.

Arm yourself with the tools and insights needed to address the people issues in your
organization. You’ll create a stronger, more cohesive, and efficient workforce, ready to tackle the
most complex problems and help you achieve your business results faster than you ever thought
possible.

WHO SHOULD ATTEND?
• Executives and managers who are most responsible for business success
• HR professionals who will be the main practitioner of PI inside your organization and will help
others build and manage their teams
• Employees with a desire to continue their PI learning journey after attending a one-day
workshop
• Anyone who wants to learn how to use PI to address their day-to-day business challenges
The Becoming a PI Practitioner Workshop includes the modules “What Drives People” and
“Managing People to Perform” as introductions to The Predictive Index system, leaving attendees
with a broad knowledge of the methodology.
Find out more today at
www.predictiveindex.com

F U N D A M E N TA L S

MANAGING

HIRING
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